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Abstract
Augmented reality applications are gaining popularity due
to increased capabilities of modern mobile devices.
Creating AR content however is tedious and traditionally
done on desktop environments by professionals, with
extensive knowledge and/or even programming skills
required. In this demo, we demonstrate a complete mobile
approach for creating vision-based AR in both indoor and
outdoor environment. Using hyperlinks, Web mashups are
built to dynamically augment the physical world by normal
users without programing skills.
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Introduction
Augmented reality (AR) belongs to the mixed reality
section of Milgram’s Virtuality Continuum. While the
technology for 3D positioning and tracking on mobile
devices is becoming feasible, the question of how to define

the augmentation (i.e. linking the content or the data to
the physical environment) in an effective and convenient
way for normal users becomes more important than ever
before. Previous work like [1] used different techniques to
determine the 2D footprint for 3D primitives. The
intersection approach is less accurate in the pixel level and
difficult to locate the right spot on the mobile screen. Our
approach provides an easy and accurate way of defining
the content placement and leverages standard web
protocols and formats for representing live Web contents.
Web mashups emerged as a simple way to create more
sophisticated applications by combining data from
multiple existing sources in a homogenous way [4]. In its
simplest form, a mashup aggregates or summarizes
different sets of data, or creates alternative user interfaces
of a Web site for situations that were not envisioned by
the designers or that do not fit the primary usage
scenario. In this paper, we demonstrate a simple AR
mashup that requests live weather data of a geographic
location, transforms it into a 2D media representation and
associates it to a user defined physical place via an
accurate 3D registration. The mashup, in addition,
contains other multiple Web contents to build a unique
AR experience. Similar to Argon [2] approach, we leverage
open Web standards in registering content. The first part
of the demonstration includes defining a physical scene
and associating Web content to it on a mobile device.
The second part demonstrates browsing the scene in AR
mode with live weather augmentation previously defined.

System Architecture and design
Many AR services are either vertically integrated, or are
built on concepts that are specific to one type of service.
Our system is built as an extension to our generic AR
service[3], which provides a REST Web interface that

allows clients to browse available mashups as REST
resources and to register mashups within AR places.
One of the core functionality of the AR service is content
registration, a process of accurately inserting Web
resources, denoted as augmentations, into a specific AR
zone. This is achieved by defining an augmentation
resource model. Each resource model contains at least
one local surface on which the hypermedia should be
rendered. In additional, the resource includes other
parameters defined in the KML augmentation schema for
positioning the Web content precisely.

Figure 1: Backend processing for augmentation registration
process

Traditionally, most Web content is already available
programmatically, which enables overlaying geo-tagged
data on top of a 2D map. Augmentation registration is
actually a content process pipeline that adds a new
dimension to the existing 2D map-based location-aware
applications. To mashup existing Web content, the user
can either dynamically import a Web resource (i.e. via the
URI externally referenced to the service provider’s Web
API) into the AR zone using the native client AR user

interface, or select a more customized Web mashup (via
Web service adapters) already registered in advance. The
service adapter typically offloads the rendering efforts
from the mobile AR clients by rendering the dynamic
content on the server side and generating a media
representation, i.e. PNG images, on the fly for the clients,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Demonstration
Vision-based mobile 3D tracking preparation
The general work-flow to use the system can be
summarized as follows. First, a physical area needs to be
selected as an AR zone for tracking and augmentation.
The area can be either indoor or outdoor, as long as it has
sufficient 3D visual properties that can be extracted from
the scenes. A scene is a image shot by the mobile camera
aiming at the area. We call this shooting step as scene
acquisition. The user creates a new zone on the mobile
client and then proceeds to acquire several images or
video clips. Once the acquisition is complete, the mobile
client uploads the zone to the server. As reconstruction is
a time-consuming task, the server takes advantage of a
messaging queue middleware to support asynchronous
tasks, without blocking HTTP requests from mobile
clients. A reconstruction worker is registered and waiting
on a remote server node to handle the zone reconstruction
asynchronously. When images reach the main server from
the mobile client, the worker is invoked by the middleware.
The worker downloads the images from the main server
and runs the reconstruction algorithm which extract 2D
features from the images, denoted as keyframes, matches
features between keyframes and then triangulates the
features to produce a 3D point cloud. The output is
stored in a specific tracking model in KML and then
uploaded back to the main server ready for clients. The
entire process of a zone reconstruction is completely

automated and usually takes a few minutes, depending on
the number of images in the acquisition step.
Mobile Web mashups
The authoring process starts by linking Web sources to a
selected zone. The first step is to select the Web source.
The mobile client requests a list of mashable sources
available from the AR service (see the top Fig. 2).
Multiple augmentations can be added with different
relative locations on different planar surfaces. In our
current implementation, manual user input is required for
defining the augmentation surface precisely in a
WYSIWYG fashion. On the mobile device, the user first
defines the planar surface where the augmentation will be
positioned by either selecting one or several points from
the 3D point cloud (see the red dots in the middle Fig. 2.
In the case that one point is selected, the plane is defined
by projecting the camera plane to the 3D point. In the
case that several points are selected, the plane is fit to the
3D points. The next step consists of defining the scaling,
offset and rotation parameters of the resource with
respect to the plane. Common touch-based interaction on
mobile is adopted, such as panning for setting the offset;
and two-finger pinch for setting the scaling and rotation.
In the final step, the update frequency is defined. The
frequency controls the update rate at which the client
requests the server for new content. Each hyperlinked
augmentation can have its own update frequency to
enable complex setups. Once all steps are completed, the
final augmentation information is uploaded to the server
and another augmentation can be defined.
To test the tracking and rendering of the newly
augmented zone, the user can start the AR tracking mode
and point the device to the scene in question. The tracker
initializes by loading the tracking information, determines

its current position and orientations and starts the
tracking loop. The client downloads the media content
through the hyperlinks defined in the augmentation data
automatically. Once the media arrives, the client uploads
the media to the GPU (graphics processing unit) and
renders the augmentations over the camera view. In the
current implementation, the client does not use any native
(OS dependent) pushing mechanism but simply pulls the
Web content at the defined update frequencies.
Figure 2: Select the mashup image (top); select the surface
(2nd); define Web mashup and position to the surface (3rd),
and demonstrate the AR view (bottom)
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